
Tourist Visa

Canada allows people to visit the country on many
different purposes, one of which is to visit for travel or to
see your family. While there are many visa exempt
countries, others do need permission for visiting and
staying in Canada for a precise period of time. This
procedure is called Temporary Resident Visa.

Any person who wishes to visit Canada for a short-term
stay, either for studies, a short-term course, a short-term
work assignment or even a family vacation, can visit the
country with help of a good immigration consulting 몭rm.
Canadian visitors will need to apply for a visitor’s visa
and attain it before they can be allowed to enter the
country.

Below are some of the prerequisites that you need to follow to get a tourist visa for Canada.

Must be absolutely healthy, and may need to undergo medical examination from CIC panel physician
Should have a valid passport, proof of identity or other important travel documents
Must satisfy the CIC o몭cial that you have strong ties to your present country (for example, a job, home and
family)
Must satisfy the CIC o몭cial that you will leave Canada as per the end of your sanctioned stay duration
Should have su몭cient funds in your bank account for the duration of your stay in Canada
May need to come up with an invitation letter from someone who lives in Canada

Canada Tourist Visa Categories

There are various categories of Canada’s visitor visa. You can opt for one depending on the purpose of your visit.
Each category of the tourist visa will have different eligibility criteria alongside a different process for the application.

Visa for Business

A person wishing to travel to Canada brie몭y for one or more of the following reasons is considered a business
visitor.

1. You are seeking investment prospects or partnerships in Canada to grow your business
2. You want to build your business associations with stakeholders in Canada
3. You look for different ways to grow your business

Indians who want to apply for a visitor visa for business reasons are required to submit the following documents
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Indians who want to apply for a visitor visa for business reasons are required to submit the following documents
with their application.

1. A letter of invite from your partner in Canada, and the details of his/her 24-hour contact information.
2. Su몭cient documents that prove that you are currently employed in your own country and have a regular job.
3. Credible proof that you intend to stay in the country for six months or less, and will not look forward to extend

your visa at the end of your stay.
4. Valid proof stating that you do not have any intentions to join a job in Canada.
5. Proof that your business headquarters is not located in the country and your source of income is outside

Canada.
6. A valid passport which isn’t due to expire in the next six months.
7. Proof that you have enough funds for your stay in Canada and for return airfare.
8. Medical records and police records that prove you are not a threat to Canada when you arrive in the country.

Temporary resident or visitor visa

If you’re a traveller and you want to visit the country to meet a relative or for a holiday, you will need a temporary
resident or visitor visa. It’s an o몭cial document stamped on your passport by the Canadian consulate o몭cial.
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ABOUT

Immigration is one of the
major decisions of your
life. You must make sure
that your application is
absolutely flawless and
will not encounter any
unnecessary procedural
delays by immigration
officer. Immigration is one
of the major decisions of
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